
Thar She Blows! U.S. Whaling Fiscal History of the Civil War Era
The purpose of this exhibit is to trace the paper trail of the U.S. whaling industry 

via revenue-stamped documents from 1862–72, the period of comprehensive Civil 

War era stamp taxes. Its storyline is the time course of this unlikely enterprise ― 

turning whales into money ― from preparation through departure and the chase, 

and finally selling the oil, as detailed at left.

Whaling was still vibrant in the early 1860s, despite the fact that whalemen 

were forced to venture further and further afield in search of their prey, notably 

far into the western Arctic Ocean. By the early 1870s, though, whaling’s scope and 

importance had been drastically reduced. Two calamities occurred on the seas: 

• destruction of 21 ships by the Confederate raider Shenandoah in 1865  

• “the Disaster of 1871,” loss of 32 ships trapped by ice in Alaska.

Artifacts from ships lost in both disasters are included here. 

Featured here are items of high philatelic importance: the Manifest $3 rate and 

incoming bills of exchange from Chile, New Zealand and Hawaii are known only for whaling documents! The storytelling elements 

are remarkable not only for the fiscal history rarities included, but for the historical significance of four key items:

1864 outbound manifest of the William Thompson, burned by the Shenandoah June 22, 1865

1868 passport of the Elizabeth Swift and 1869 bill of exchange of the Massachusetts, crushed by ice in the “Disaster of 1871”

1864 bill of exchange of the Jireh Swift, fired on by the Shenandoah June 22, 1865, the final shot of the Civil War, and burned. 

Red borders and lettering indicate these four and an ultra-rare triple-nation stamping.

Time Course of the Enterprise
1. Whaling Master’s Contract
2. Insuring the Vessels and Cargo

2.1 For the Atlantic; War Risk
2.2 For the Pacific

3. Clearing Customs
4. Presidential Passport
5. Mid-Voyage Financing: Bills of 

Exchange Drawn in Distant Ports
5.1 Talcahuano, Chile
5.2 Manganui, New Zealand
5.3 Honolulu, Hawaii
5.4 San Francisco

6. Selling the Oil

1. Whaling Master’s Contract
1869 contract between agent and master of whaleship Live Oak

Master to receive a 1/12 “lay” (i.e. share) of the oil and bone taken

Also a bonus of $2 per barrel (about 3%, based on 35 gal/barrel at $1.75/gal) on sperm oil 
landed at Fayal (Azores) or other European ports during 1869;

and a bonus of $1/barrel on additional sperm oil up to 1,000 barrels, and $2/barrel above that.

This seems a remarkably modest compensation. The master’s skill and judgement were the 
primary determinants of the success of the “adventure”!

Signed by the parties with Agreement 5¢ tax paid by two 5¢ Certificate (one would have sufficed).

2.1  Insuring the Vessels and Cargo: for the Atlantic; “War Risk”

Below, May 1863 policy specifically tailored to whaling vessels, insuring bark Rose Pool, her whaling outfits, and 

catchings (enumerated as “Sperm Oil 175 (i.e. $1.75 per gallon), Whale do 100 (ditto, $1.00/gallon), Bone 150 ($1.50/lb).”

Per the attached slip, for an additional 6% premium the company assumed “the risk of loss or capture by Confederate 

cruisers, privateers, and their vessels of war.”  Note the change in anchorage to “at the vineyard”; Rose Pool was one of 

relatively few whaleships with home port Edgartown, Martha’s Vineyard.

2.2  Insuring the Vessels and Cargo: Pacific Four-Year 
“Adventure”

1871 whaling vessel policy insuring New Bedford bark Northern Light, 

for $25,000 on a four year “Adventure” premium $2,250, stamped with 50¢ 

Original Process paying Insurance 1864 50¢ rate for premiums above $50

The Northern Light sailed to the North Pacific and Arctic Oceans.

Fire insurance accounts for some 95% of surviving policies; marine insurance 

comprises most of the rest, but of these only a handful are on whaling vessels, 

with wording tailored to the enterprise (e.g., see the fine print below). 



Burned by the Shenandoah
The William Thompson would never return. On June 22, 1865, some two months after Appomattox, she would be captured and burned in the Bering Sea by the infamous 

Confederate raider Shenandoah.

On the 22nd of June, early that morning two ships were reported by the lookouts, two prize crews were readied, [Shenandoah Captain James] Waddell intent in 

capturing them both simultaneously. One was hampered by having a whale lashed to her side, it was the 495 ton William Thompson. One crew was despatched in passing, 

whilst they went off after the second ship. This was the 364 ton Euphrates. Not bothered by the approaching steamer with the Russian flag in evidence [Shenandoah was 

flying a Russian flag as a deception], she was soon another victim to the Confederate raider.

On returning to the William Thompson, her master Francis Smith [who signs twice here] insisted the war was all over, but Waddell took this news as the Captain merely 

trying to save his ship, and torched the ship anyway, unsure as to the real status of his Southern States. (http://ahoy.tk-jk.net/MaraudersCivilWar/CSSShenandoah.html)

3. Clearing Customs
June 1864 outward manifest of New Bedford whaler William Thompson, bound for “North Pacific Ocean” 

Stamped with $3 Manifest paying Manifest $3 rate 
for vessels with registered tonnage above 300 to 600 tons

Examples of this rate were unknown until a cache of New Bedford manifests surfaced circa 2010.
Just five recorded with matching $3 Manifest stamp



4.  On the Seas: Presidential Passport
1868 “Sea Letter” in French, Spanish, English and Dutch, stating bona fides of New Bedford whaleship Elizabeth Swift, bound for “Pacific Ocean” 

Handstamped signature of President Andrew Johnson, signed by Secretary of State William Seward, with Great Seal of the United States

Certification by notary public taxed at 5¢ general Certificate rate

5.2  Manganui, New Zealand; Stamps of New Zealand, Great Britain, U.S.
Bark  Louisa, March 1870, £80 (“Five dollars reckoned as one pound sterling,” thus $400), bearing: New Zealand Stamp Duty 

embossed 8d upon execution; Great Britain Foreign Bill 1s upon endorsement; U.S. 20¢ Inland Exchange upon acceptance.

One of two recorded triple-nation combinations of the Civil War Era, ex-Cunliffe.

Lost in the “Disaster of 1871”
The Elizabeth Swift would not return. In 1871 she would be among the 32 whaleships trapped in ice off 

the coast of Alaska and abandoned. This passport must have been one of the few effects to have survived.

5. Mid-Voyage Financing: 
Bills of Exchange Drawn 

in Distant Ports
Bills of exchange were 

executed by masters of vessels 
to pay for resupply and repairs, 
drawn on whaling factors Swift 
and Allen of New Bedford. Upon 
acceptance in the U.S. they 
were subject to stamp tax at the 
Inland Exchange rates.

5.1  Talcahuano, Chile
Bark Martha, March 1871, 

$2,328 American coin, tax $1.20  

Sole recorded U.S. incoming 
stamped bill from Chile



5.4  San Francisco; U.S. plus California; Final Shot of the Civil War
October 1864 bill of exchange drawn by master of whaling bark Jireh Swift of New Bedford (in San Francisco to unload 

$100,000 in whale oil!), taxed by U.S. at 2¢ Bank Check rate, by California at 1861–6 Exchange $2 rate. 

On June 22, 1865, the Jireh Swift would be captured and burned in the Bering Sea by the infamous Confederate raider 

Shenandoah. The Civil War was over, but convincing proof did not reach the Shenandoah until August 2. The Jireh Swift had 

made a run for the Siberian coast, until a shot whistling past her stern brought her to. This is widely considered the final shot 

of the Civil War. Twenty minutes later the Jireh Swift, with another 400 barrels of whale oil aboard, was in flames.

5.3  Honolulu, Hawaii;  “Disaster of 1871”
Bark Massachusetts, November 1869, $3,180, tax $1.60 at Inland Exchange 1864 rate of 5¢ per $100 

Like the Elizabeth Swift, the Massachusetts would never return to New Bedford;
she was trapped in ice on the Alaskan coast in 1871 and abandoned. 

Crews abandoning whaleships trapped in Alaskan ice, 1871

“The Man Who Invented 
Baseball”

Bill of Alexander Cartwright, 

who had emigrated from New 

York, signed three times by him. 

Cartwright’s innovative rules for 

“New York baseball” included: 

nine men to a side; three outs to an 

inning; basepaths of 90 feet; and 

elimination of “soaking” (putting 

a runner out by hitting him with 

a thrown ball). On the basis of 

these fundamental contributions, 

Cartwright is considered by cognoscenti to be the “Father of 

Modern Baseball.”  Ex-Lipson.

Cartwright in later life, as 
chief of Honolulu Fire Dept.

6.  Selling the Oil
1866 receipt for sale of “machining oil” by 

dealer in Sperm Oil, with poignant vignette; to 

Albany & Susquehanna R.R. Co. Sperm oil was 

highly prized as an engine lubricant.

Epilog: Rise of the Petroleum 
Industry

Edwin Drake’s first U.S. oil well at Titusville, 

Pennsylvania, in 1859 spurred rapid expansion 

of the fledgling industry. Most ventures were 

not profitable, but enough were that petroleum 

production rose steadily, to about two million 

barrels in 1864 and ten million by 1873. (Current 

world production is 78 million barrels per day.) 

This drastically reduced the need for whale oil 

as an illuminant. Over the same span, whale oil 

production fell by 50%.

Nevertheless whale oil remained in demand 

as a lubricant. Moreover demand for whalebone 

(baleen, the straining apparatus from the jaw of 

the bowhead whale) for flexible products like 

corsets or buggywhips remained high until the 

advent of plastics decades later. Whaling would 

continue, but on a drastically reduced basis.


